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The basis of this thesis originated with the prob-

lem of determining a means for applying the road spacing

and applicable formulae sug-ested by Prof. D.M. MathewQ

in his book O&T CONTThOL IN THE LOGGING INDUSTRY to

\Trthern Michigan mixed stands of hemlock logs, spruce

and fir pulp, and white cedar posts. Realization that

formulae based upon a single product per acre were not

applicable to situations of this type. lead to this study

of the sub-ect.

The methods applied throughout this paper are those

taught by Prof. Vathews and the formulae derived are mere-

ly elaborations of his originals.
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ROAD SPACING FORMULA-INVOLVING
MTWO OR MORE PRODUCTS PERI ACRE.

The prime purpose of this formula derivaticn is

to provide a means to determine the most economical

spacing of roads when two or more products, having

volume units measured by various scales, are present in

the 6tand. Because costs are associated with the units

of measurement (board feet, cords, pobts, shingle bolts,

etc.) instead of being constant with a means of measure-

ment common to all, such as cubic foot volume, the spac-

ing of roads by the conventional one product per acre

formula is out of order.

The total cot of roads should be born by each

product depending upon its position in the stand (bas-

ed uponthose factors that control road spacing). For

determining the percentage or the total cost absorbed

by each product, two factors should be considered: the

volume per acre and the variable sxidding cost per unit

1er stlion for each product. These factors govrn the

cost of roads per acre and when balanced with read costs,

determine the economical spacing of the roads. The per-

centage of total road costs as dete.rrmined by the "volume

variable cokt relation" for each product to the total
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"volume variable cost relationship" for ell the pro-

ducts per acre, is the amount abscrbed by any one pro-

duct. It seem obvious that any other cost factor (such

as. fellings buc&ing, hauling, etc.) which have no

affect at all upon the spacing of roads should indeed

not be included in a basis for determining the absorp-

tion of road costs by each product.

A total cost formula for sxidling and road costs

per unit is stated as follows:

X =mCS/4 + C'S/4 4 + .P.R/121 4 0.P!R/12.1
VS V'S

where C is the variable cost per unit per station for

the #1 prcduct, C' the variable cost per unit per sta-

tion for the number 2 product, sP the percent road

co-t absorbed by the #1 products O.P' the percnt road

cost absorbed by #2, V and V' the volumes of #1 and #2

respectively, p . 12.1 acres the area served by a mile

of road (R) with a widtl{ of 100 feet (1 station), and

S the spacing of road s in stations. O.P and O.P' are

calculated in the following manner.

O.P VC : 0.P' V'C,
VC + V'C, VC + V'C'

By observing the seidding cost portion S/4(C +C')

of the total cost of s.xid-ling and roads formula, it is
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seen that this component varies directly Thile the road

ccst component o.P/12.1 + o.P'/12.1 varies inverse-
VS V'S

ly witb changing values of (S). For minimum costs a-

chievements where a variable cost is increasing at an

arithmeticpl rate and a fixed cost is decreasing at a re-

ciprocal of a changing value, the variable component

need only be equated. against the fixed component to

solve for the changing value of (S). *

S. (C 4.Cl) - O.P R 4 O.P'R
4 12.1 VS 12.1 V'S

Substituting: VC and V'C' for O.P and O.P'
VC 4 V'C' VC 4 V'C

respectively.
VC X R V'C' XR

S (c C') = VC V' C I + V IC ,'
4 1aVS12.1V'

S.(C +_ct)=RC +RC'
4 1".1TS(VC+V'T' T12.1 S(VCTV'')

S2(C 4 Ct) ~ R C_+ )
4 l?.ICVO 4 V'C'

S .3_3R

VC 4 VI CI

DEONSTRATION OF 2OCRMULA USAGE:
A sawtimber-pulpwood tract is logged with tractors

---the pulpwood sxidled by means of drays. The tract runs

5 cords and 5 M ft. P.M. per acre. Roads cost "200 per

mile; variable skidding cost per sta. is 61/ cord and

1),e/ M ft. B.M.

* D.M. Mathews COST CONTROL IN ThE LOG SING IINT).
McGraw-ill BooK Co.,--page 121
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S 3R substituti# ng value6into tlIe formulaL:

S *3--X290 6600 82*5 or 9.08 stations

Therefore, roads should be spaced about 910 ft.

apart with a r'aximum siidding dist-ance of 455 ft. and

an average of 228 ft.

By subi-tituting values into 03/49 C'3/4p O.PR 9
12olVS

and 0 P'R_ the cost of roadzi and sicid,, ng for each
12.lVIS

product can be determined.

CO1MP'U. iG OJ PANT Oo P'1:

C.F equals V equals --- 51 or 62.5%

O.I'e qua Is VC equals__ 5X6 or 37.5%
TO, VIC'510 5X

CO3ST- OF SAWTIMBER

ROAD CST:(R/l2.2/-rS) O.p

- o 20,C1 _'x 625-------22.*7bx/m

SKIDDING 00OSS 03'/4

COST OF PULPWOOD

ROAD 0O iTS**(R/l?.l V's) o0p,

201000 X .375------1.b/d

SKIDDING COSTS; C'S/4

6x Y .-------------- l.~/d
4

45 .45 f'/M

27.7g/ cd,,
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The total cost of skidding and the total co-t of

roads for both products are equal. Cutting the stand

for sawtimber only would mean a road spacing of 6600

or 132 11.5 stations; if cut only for pulp, a coad

spacing of 6600 or 220 = 14.8 stations. In the

5X 6
event that the entirf stand was cut with eith-er of the

two above road spacings, total skidding and total road

costs would not be in blance; thus minimum total costs

would not have been reached. A clover soacing of roads

as determined by the TWO PRODUCT FORMULA merely reflects

the greater unit volume ppr acre (comp'red to the two

above cases) and the weighting of variable costs to give

an average for the entire stand.

A graphic presentation of the skidding and road

costs for each products gives a clear picture of the rel-

ative cost changes as the value for spacing varies.

Spac. LOGS- -PULP-total total total
stas. (R/12.lVS)O.P CS/4 Total (I/12.lV'S)O.P' C'S/4 Totalroad Skid cost.

2 103.2/ 5/ 108.2/ 62.0/ 3e 6 16b.2 8 173.?
4 51.3 10 61.3 31.0 6 133 82.3 16 98.7

6 34.5 15 49.5 90.7 9 29.7 55.2 24 79.2
8 25.7 20 45.7 15.5 12 37.5 41.2 32 73.2
9 22.75 22.7 45.5 13.7 13.6 27.3 36.4 36.3 72.7

10 20.7 25 45.7 12.4 15 27.4 33.1 40 73.1
12 17.2 30 47.2 10.3 18 28.3 27.5 48 75.5

14 14.8 35 49.8 8.9 21 29.9 23.7 56 79.7
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The graphic presentation clearly shows the rapid

fall of the cost of roads (total and for each product)

until the spacing of the roads approches 900 ft. There-

after the magnitude of the curve decreaes until it

closely resembles a ktraight line. The cost of skidding

(total an! for each product) rises at a steady arith-

meticalrate. The point at which it crosses the road

cost curve marks the spacing at which costs will be at

a minimum. By examining the total coct curve, it is

seen that even though nine stations may be theoretical-

ly the most economical road spacing under this set of

governing conditions, spacing roads at any greater dis-

tarces (within the range of variance) will have only a

slight effect upon the ri:e of the total costs.

When each product absorbs its share of the cost

of roads based upon the "volume varible cost" reation

to the total "volume wariable cost" of the stand, the

spacing producing minimum costs for each product cor-

responds with that spacing calculated to give minimum

costs for the entire stand. This indicates that the

share of cost of roads absorbed by each product is in

proper proportion to those factors that control road

spacing. As a result, there is no overburdening or

vice versus of any one product with road costs.
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Formulae that are derived by using symbols f or

each product separately show an end result that is the

same az the spacing formula derived when symbals for

each product are used jointly.

SPACING ROADIS B EUPOI SAT Ii3'BR VALU7iS OhEY:

COST OF SKIDDING: CS/4

COST OF ROADS: VC R or RC
VC 4- VC' 1 12.1 S(VC v'C

12.1 Vs
Equating one against the other.

CS/4 RC
12.1 S(VC + VIC,)

S = *33 R
VC 4 V'C'

SPACING ROAT)S BASED UPON PULP VALUES OPLY:

CfS/4-RC or S .33R
1r.1 C(VC+ V'C r )VC + V' C'

The mathematical explanation of this result is:

The variable cost component i-n the numerator of the

values VC and T'C' (used to determine the
VC+ V'C'

absorption of cost of roads by each product) is always

cancelled by the variable cost component of the

skidding cost portion on the left hand side of the

equation.
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Because measurements of various types of products

have very little volume relationshio to each other,

situations arise when the unit number of one product in

the stand is quite excessive. This is quite often the
n

case in a northerApulp-white cedar type. Often vol-

umes run close to three cords5 of pulp and two hundred

posts per acre. The first impresiion, because of the

large number of units per acre characteriztic of this

type, might lead one to think that the spacing formula

would indicate a spacing far in excess of what should

actually be the case. Each preduct is drayed out: fur-

ther study of costs reveal a skidding coNt for pulp

of 6e/cord and for white cedar of .11/ post per station.

Upon substituting these values into the spacing formula,

it is seen that the sDcing is not out of proportion but

corresponds clobely to a road spacing calculated for a

stand running seven cords of pulp per acre. Products

characteri.otically having large unit number per acre

(compared with the mcre common units of meakurement--

1 ft. B.M., cords, etc.) are usually of such a nature

that the variable skidding costs ar very low in rela-

tion to the latter.
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MODIFICATION OF ROAD SPACITG FORMULA TO TAKE
INTO AC"JOUNT MORE THAN TWO PRODUCTS PER ACRE.

The development of road spacing formulae for three

or more products per acre is done in the same manner as

the original formula. C" and V" repre-ent the variable

skidding cobt and the volume per acre of the third pro-

duct in the stand. Equating the cost of skidding

againstthe cost of roads.

W C 4 4LC") equals CR +
4 12.1 S(VC 4 VIC' 4 V"C")

C'R +4C "R
12.1 S(VC 4 V'C' + V"C") T SVC+VIC, 4 VIC")

C" equals R C + ' + C"
4 1. VO 4 V C' 4 V"C"

S =.33R
VC V'C' V"C"

The spacing of roads in a stand with the number of

products exceeding three, can be determined merely by

adding additional values of variable cost and volume

per acre for those products in the denominator of the

above formula.
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II_
ECONOMI2AL DIRECT SKIDDING DIS w AINCE FORIVULAE.

When timber extends up to an established road, it

is often desirable to determine the distence the timber

must exterd (based upon controlling factors) from this

road to warrant the installation of spur reads in lieu

of none at all. The distance at which it will be just

as economical to skid directly a to install and to

skid to spur roads can be determined by equating the costs

of direct skidding against the alternative method.

The cost of direct skidding may be expressed as

D (C 4 C') . Installing and skidding to spur roads
2

will involve a "deadline" cost. This condition exists

even though the timber extends up to the established

road because a portion of this timber will be skidded

directly instead of to the spur roads. The portion

of road serving the "deadline" area i. equal to one

quarter of the road spacing. The cost of this "dead-

line" may be expressed as r where (r)
(V X A)(D-d)

represents the cost of the "deadline", (A) is the

area in acres served by 100 ft. of the "deadline", and

(d) the length of the "deadline" expressed in stations.
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Equating one against the other:

D- (C 4 C') (C 4 C') }(c OC+} it) f.VC +VICt
2. 4 VC+V'C' (FXA)(D-d)

4' v'a )( r
VC + VIC, 1 Therefore:
(VXA) (D-d)

D ( C ') = s (a C') + R(C + C) + r ( aC
2 4 VC 4 V'C' A (D-d)(VC #- VC')

D equals S 4 2R 2r
2 VC * VIC, A (D-d) (VC 4. VC')

A CALCULATION MAKING USE OF THE ABOVE FOi&MTA:

Assuming the date to be the same ab the previ-

ous sample problem with the exception that (R) in this

case represents the cost of roads per acre, the compu-

tations are as follows:

R U R/12.lS or 20,00OX or 183.6§/acre
12.,)(9

d= 9 stas. or 2.25 stations

r 2.25 sta. X 20,000% or 852e
",.8 Eta.

A = 900 fCt._100fft. or 2.07 acres
43,560 sq. ft.

Subktituting values in. the formula:

D 9.. + 2-X-83,. + 2 529-29 o &0 7D-* 02) O
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D=4.5 + 4.59 * 1704
165.*6(D,-2.)

D 9.09D - 20.45 f 10.29
D-2.25

D2 1l.34D+ 10.16'= 0

Solving the quadratic equation:

D equals 10.36 stations

Therefore, if the timber extends a distance great-

er than 10.4 stations from the established road, the

installation of spur road trill be justified by keeping

costs at a minimum. This is confirmed by costs under

each plan.

COST OF SKIDDING DIRECTLY;

D (C + C.') or 10.36 16 ---------------- 82.9/M bd. ft.
2 2 - cd. unit

COST OF SKID ING AND ROADS:

COST OF SKIDDING: S(C + C

._ )(16O----------------------36.0X
4

COST OF ROADS:

183.6 )( 16%------------------36.6%
80

COST OF 'DADINE"
r_0 + Q-)_

A -d )- t c V VC 11 mA M 
r b t852_)( 16 13,625 ---- 99 82.5g/& bd. ft.

165.6(10.36-2.35 1,343 - cd. unit

Any dedrease in the volume per acre or any decrease
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cost
of the variable skidding~due to the usage of more

efficient skidding devices results in an increase of

the depth of the timber from the road necessary to

warrant the installation of spur roads in lieu of direct

skidding to the established road. Also, any rise in

the cost of road construction will have the same net

results as decreasing the volume cut per acre or de-

creasing the variable cost of skidding.

Due to the cumbersome nature of' a Quadratic so-

lution resulting from the inclusion of "deadline" in

the right hand equation, a more practical fcrmula may

be desirable when matng "on the spot" decisions which

call only for approximate answers. The effect of "dead-

line" is taken into account by increasing the value de-

rived in the formula by approximately 11%.

Equating the cost of direct skidding against the

cost of skidding and road construction:

D__(C_4-CI) = _ (a + C') + R (C + C')
2 4 *70+ V'C,

Dividing by (C ' 0') and multiplying by 2:

D S + 2R (Multiply the final value by 1.11)
7 7c + V'C

In event thaA the edge of the timber is more than

a quarter of the road spacing away from the established

road, more consideration must be given to the "deadline"

area in determining the width of the timber belt necessary
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to warrant the installation of roads as against direct

skidding. The minimum skidding distance will be the

length of the "deadline" and the maximum will be the

width of the timber belt plus the "deadline". The

average skidding distance is expressed as (D+id)_+ d
2

or D + 2d. The cost of the "deadlineumust be absorbed
2

by the area upon which timber still exists and is, there-

fore ,spread against the total volume served by the

continuation of this spur road into the timber.

Equating direct skidding cost against cost of

skidding and spur roads:

(D + 2d)(C . a') , S(c + 'c) + RC ) + r( C'
2 4 VC + V'C' AD(VC + V'Cf)

D + 2d 33+ 2R 4 2r
2 VC 4!C'I AD(VC +''

D S+ 2R + 2r -2d
2_VC + V'Ct AD (VC + V')C'

Utilizing the same values as before with the follow-

ing exceptions: (d) equals 1000 ft.; (r) equals

1X00 ft. )( 20,000% or 3790,
5280 ft.

Substituting values into the formula:

D2 94 2.)X183.6 + 2 )(3790-2 X10
( 10_ X 5) + ( 6 X _5)T .7D(I;)X5 +6

D ' 4.5 + 4.59 4 7580 - 20
165.6D
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D £ 9.09D + 45.75 - 20D
D

D2 + 10.91D - 45.75 - 0

Solving the quadratic:

D equale 3.23 stations. The width 6f the timber

need only be 323 ft. wide to warrant the construction

of spur roads.

CHECK:
COST OF DIRECT SKIDDING: (from a belt of timber

10 etas. from the road)

(D + 2d)(C +C) or (3.23+ 20) (16) ------ 185.8#e/M bd,. ft.
2 2 -cd. unit

COST OF SXIDDING AND SPUR ROADS:

C06T OF SKIDDING: jS(C + C)
4

9 16----------------------36. #
4

COST OF ROADS: R(C + C')
VC + V'C,

183%e(16)-------------------36.6/
80

COST OF "DEADLINE"
r( C )

AD(VC + V'C'
3790-16)---------------113.50 186.%/M bd. ft.

2.07)3.2X80 -ed. unit

In the case of the southern pinery, the topo-

graphy is occasionally of such a nature that trucks may

be driven off the roads to loading points in the timber.
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This is quite often the practice in pulp operations

and it might be conceivable that in a j .int operation

of sawtimber and pulp the latter would be picked up

directly in the woods by trucks and the former skidded

to the road and there loaded onto trucis. In thie event

that there is to be no off the road haul, the first

formula would suffice. Even though hauling costs should

be considered, the effect upon the final computed coot

is so small that it may be disregarded. Hauling costs,

however, on the spur roads are taken into account in

t!i5 aituation.

If roads are not constructed, the cost of hauling

for pulp and the skidding of sawtimber can be express-

ed as; D (C + Ct)
2

In event roads are to be used the cost may be ex-

pressed as;
VC X R VIC' (R

(C + +VC+V' C7 12.1 + VC + V'lCf I2.1
4 VS V'S

VC Xr V'C' )
S(H + H' ) + VC + V'C' IY + VC + V'C' t

2 VA(D-d) T'A(D-d)

or S( C + C') 4 R (C + C'} + D (H + H?) +
4 S12.1 TVC V'C' 2

r (C + C') where (H) is the cost of haul-
A(D-d) (VC 4 V'C')
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ing #1 product per station on the spur roads and (HI)

the cost of hauling #2 product per station. Equating

the cost of direct skidding and hauling against the cost

of roads, skidding, and hauling.

Df C ) -

2
80( a 4a')+ R C 4, C

4 S 12.1 VO 4+ VIC,

+ C( d(C +'c

+Dfii 4. H')

r
A(D-d)(VC + VI C r4 S -123.1(VC 4+ VI' 4.DH 4j4

SILdLIFICATION:

2(C 4 C0' 2 20T+0'-)

Mfultiplying by 4(0o + C')

2D[(C 4+ ct)-(H +'. ~ s(o + a) + w33Rc+ a)+

4r c + C,
A(D,-d iVO + V'C'

S IC C + 3 RIC .+0'D I Vdw"1 '- c + V,'C'
2 [0C+0' -I{(H'H~

2-r C__+_C'
L+C -114.11' ]-A(Do- VC + VC'

The above formula will11 apply when any spacing is

used---ifP however, the roads are placed on an economical

spacing, the cost of skidding is equal to the coat of

road construction and may be expressed as 2S(0 4+ C').
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0 4H 4)
D -40')-(H+FiHt)LA(D-d) VO 1+ Vt C'T C + C' '

EXA PLE: Tractors skid timber to roads where it

iS loaded on trucks. Trucks drive off the road and load

directly from the pens.

COST DATA; ( In addition to that previously stated)

C'(off road truck haul) -------4k/cd.

C (tractor skidding)---------10l/M

H' (hauling on roads--pulp)--- 2k/cd. per -tation

H (hauling on roads--timber)- 5g/M per station

ROAD SPACING:

S ' .33R or .33)(20,000 or 94.7 or 9.7 Stab.
VC +V'C' 5X1 45X4

d = S or 9.7 or 2.43 stations

A 970 ft. X 100 ft. or 2.23 acres
43,560 ft.

r 2.43 X 20,000 or 9200
52.8

SOLUTION:

D a 9.7(4+0 920 (4_ + 10
(10 + 4 -(2 + 5) L2.23(D-2.43) (70)j (10 + 4)-(2 5

D = 135.8+ 92L(28)L or 19.4 + 23.6
7 r5O6.1X7D-2. 43) D-2.43
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D 19.4D-47.1 + 23.6
D-2.43

or D2 -2.43D-19.4D 2 -23.6

SOLVING TfE QUJALDRATIC: D becomes 20.69 atations

Thus if the timber extends a distance in excess
%c7

of 2-7r ft. from the established road, it will be

more economica1 to build spur roads than to skid direct-

ly.

CHECK CALCULATION OF COSTS:

COST OF SKIDDING AD HAULING DIRECT.

D(C + C) or 20.7 X l4P------------------t/ d. ft.
2 2 -cd. unit

COST OF SKIDDING AND HAULING WIT1EN SPUR ROADS
HAVE BEEM 00NTRUCTED:

COST OF R0ADS AND SIDTING: 2 X k(C'+
4

9.7 X 14.--------------------68X
2

COST OF HAULING: D(C + C?)
2

10.35 X 70--------------------72.35

COST OF DEA[DINE:

r C + C')
A(D-d) VC + V'C')

920X-----------4.52
I56.1(r207-2.T43)

144*9/M bd. ft.
-cd. unit

A simplified formula may be constructed which

leaves out the expression for "deadline" and thus avoids

the cumbersome solution of the quadratic equation. When
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rough or approximate answers are required, this for-

mula will prove quite satisfactory.

COST OF DIRECT SKIDDING AND HAULING: jD(cC2J'
2

COST OF HAULING AND SKIDDING Th!EN ROADS ARE CON-
STRUCTED: S(C + c'C) + Ra + C') + (u HH')

4 12.1S ( '+ V'C') 2

Equating one against the other:

D(C-+ a') S(c+ C') + R(C 1C' + D H +_H')
2 4 12.1(VC +. V'C' 2

fAM =D RD H + HI)
2 4 12.1l7 vc+-V' C' 12)C + Cj

Transposing and determining a common denominator:

Dpf[C Cl)-(H + H') =+ R
2tC + 4 12.lS(VC 4 0' 1')

Multiplying by 4(C + Ct)

2D[(C + C')-(H + HI')] S(C + C') + .33RC +'
VC 4 V'C'

S(C+--C') L+.33R( LC')
D VC + Vd I Thi's formula would

2 [(C +TCI)T-(H + HF hold good for any
spacing used. If,
however, the roads
could be placed on
an economical spac-
ing, then S(C 4 C')
equals .33ia + C')

VC * V'C'

Therefore:

- - -- -

D sic_ )To allow for "deadline",
(C + C')-(H 4 H')

the value derived from

this formula should be increased by approximately 11%

to give an answer comprable to the more exacting solu-

tion.
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DETERMINATION OF TIE iCONOMICAL DISTA14CE AT WHICH
TO SPACE LANDINGS AND ROADS 2HEN EACH LjdDING IS
LOCATED IN THE CENTR OF A RE23TANGULAR SETTING.

When timber is skidded directly to roads, the aver-

age skidding distance is S or 25% of the road spacing.
4

How7evr. when a landing is located in the center of a

square setting, the average skid'ing distance becomes

74.6% of the external skidding distance or (74.6 s 2)

37.3% of the road spacing. With square settings the dis-

tance between each landing is the same as the spacing

of the roads( the relation of the spacing of landings

to the roads would therfore be 100%). If this relation

becomes greater or less than 100%, the settings become

rectangles of various demensions--depending upon the

spacing of the roads and the landings. For landings

spaced at one half the road spacing( relr-tion being 50%)

the average skidding distance becomes 28.9% of (S); for

a relation of 25% the average skidding distance becomes

26.1% of (S). By plotting these values of average

skidding distances in terms of road spacing(P) over var-

ious percentage values of spacing of landings in per-

cent of road spacing(Z) and drawving a smooth curve through

these points, values of (P) can be readily determined

for any relation of landing spacing to road spacing that
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might exist( values of P for every rise of Z of 10%

are shown in column 2 of table). (Column 3--average

skidding distance factor times spacing of roads symbal

and variable skidding cost symbal for each product) .*

Allowing (r) to represent the cost of road construc-

tion per station and the area of each setting to be

expressed as 2 X Z, a total cost formula for var-
4.356

iable cost of skidding plus cost of road construction

for each setting will be as follows.
IVC X Srz V'C' X Srz

x = .PSC 4 .2PS0 4 VC + V'C' + VC + V'C'
V As Z V X S z

4.356 4.356

X =.PS(C C') 4 4.356r(C + C')
S(VC '+ VC')

Equating one against the other:

(4 C') 4.356r(C + C')
S(VC + V'C')

S2 4.356r
T (VC 4- T C T

By substituting the values of (P) into the spacing

formula the entries in column 6 are derived.

COST OF ROADS 4.356r(C + C') is entered in column

S(VC + VC')
four.

THE COST OF LAIDIIGS for any setting may be ex-

pressed as follows:

* D.M. Mathew's "CCST COITxCL TN JT LOG. ILG
INU±RY"--Mc~rw-ill Book Co. pages 132-13Y
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VC X L VS'' X L
VC + VIC + VC + V'C' or 4.3560L

z -XZ;4v Zg4 ySaZ(VC + V C' )
4.356 4.356

+ 4.356C'L or 4.356L(C+ C') or L(C C'
Sa Z(VC V'CC') Z 4 V'C' _Z_ S(VC 4 VC')

4.356

By substituting the values of (Z) into the above

formula, the entries in column five are derived.

At this point it is necessary to determine the "de-

crease in percent of cost of landings as landing spac-

ing increases" and the "increase in percent of cost of

roads and skidding as landing spacing increases". By

comparing the "changes in cost of landings" with the

"change in cost of roads and skidding" for each increase

of (Z) of 10%, a "ratio of decrease in cost of landings

to the increase in cost of skidding and roads" can be

determined. Then by determining the ratio existing

between cost of landings to costs of skidding and roads

in a trial calculation using a "S2ACLNG OF LANDI1G6 IN

LRCEKTAGE OF ROAD S;ACITG OF 12.5% A2 S>ADARD", the

type setting most economical for the exiNting set of

governing conditions( cost of laidings, roads, and

skidding) can omputed merely by selecting the (Z) at

which this ratio exists. At any (Z) where the ratio

is greater or less than the existing ratio, the minimum
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total cost for the existing conditions will be exceeded.

Again, as in the proceeding formulae, there is a range

of variance in which total costs will vary only slight-

ly from the minimum.

Using a 12.1% spacing of landings in percentage of

road spacing as standrrd, the percentage decrease in

cost of landings for any (Z) can be determined. Deter-

mining the relation between 12.5% (Z) and 80% (Z) with

a road spacing of 13.9r instead of 17.25r
VC * v'a VC 4 V'C'

means the cost of landings when spaced at 801(Z) in-

stead of 12.5f(Z) is .183 13.0 or .495 20.%
1. 2. 38

.0287 X17.25

of standard or a decrease of cost of 7 (column 7).

Values for L, V, C, and C' are constant throughout.

Using 12.5% spacing of landings in percentage of

road spacing as standard, the percentage increase in

cost of roads and skidding for any value of (Z) can be

determined. With cost of roads per station, variable

skidding costs, and volumes constant in all cases, spac-

ing for 12.1% (Z) is 17.25 or 4.15 stations.

COST 073 SKIDDIWG = .2525 X 4.15------1.050

COST OF R ADS = 4.356---------------1.050
4.15 2.100
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20% (Z) -- 16.95 4.12 Stations

COST OF SKIDDING .257 X 4.12-------1.058

COST OF RJAS 4.356---------------1.057
4.12 2.115

PERCENTAGE Ii0REAsES: 2.115 = 108% or an increase of 8
2.100

(column 8).

Column 9 & 10 are determined by noting the differ-

ence between the values in columns 7 & 8 respectively

for each rise in the value of (Z) of 10%. By dividing
of decrease

column 9 by 10,a ratioAof cost of landings to increase

of cost of skidding and roads may be derived (column 11).

By plotting the values of column seven and eight,

a true picture is given of the response of landing

costs as against the costs of skidding and roads for

each rise in value of (Z) of 10%. The landing cost

curve drops very rapidly at first and then gradually

flattens out after the values of (Z) exceed 100%. Mean-

while, the skidding and road cost curve rises gently,

almost as a straight line, with rising values of (Z).

Thus, justification for the reducing of costs of land-

ings and the increasing of costs of skidding and roads

are realized until the ratio between these two sets of

costs correspondi tb-that ratio determined by the govern-

ing factors.
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of' land-
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Av I" g e
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of: road
spoacing.
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C0 );of:
skidding
in terms
of: road
spacing.

.z-S (c+C)

t We Ity- six-m

roads in
te rms of:
road spac-
ing.0

4,e35 6r 040'
s VC4&-Tt C

Cost o0 andin ;s'
in terms of road
spacing.

4.a356

0.0 25.0 0.250S(C+Ct) 4.356r 04'Ct'

12.5(1/8) 25.25 0.2525S(040'l) IfO'

20.0 25.7 0.2,57S(0') li i+t

25.0(1/4) 26.1 0.2618(0+0') U __C

10O573S; VC+V''

30.0 26.5 0.02 6%58(040')
_________.0 68982 7VO+Xr'O'

40.0 27.6 0.2768(040'l) If C0+0'
.09258 ZVO+Vt'0

50.0(1/2) 28.9 0.2898(0+0') U IC 0+0

60.0 30.38 0*304S(C+Ct ) ifl

70,031.95 0 .3193S(0+C')t

80.0 33.6 0.3368(0+0') it 04-C'
.1838 -VO+-V'C'

90.0 35.4 0.3548S(0+0') Lif0

.2068 JVO+V'0'

100.0 1037.3 0.3738(0+0') L c4-o
.2298 'fVO+aV"0

1125 .0 42.0 00420S(0+Cl) LifCt

150.0 47.1 0.4718(0+0')

ROAD & LANDING SPACING TABLE.
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.Bo rmti'a fo r
economical
spacing of
r o ads.

4,356r
.P(XC+V' C,)

(7)
Decrease
in cost of
landings
as land-
ing spac-
increa6-es
based on
cost Pt
12.5% spac-

(8)
Increase
in, cok6t of
skid, and
roads as
la,, -nd ing

--cost at
1.2. 5%5pa2c-
ing(4-%)

(9)
Diff ere,.nt-
ial change
in cost ofL
landilngs.

Di1r" ,en t-
il 1change
in cost of
skidding
and roads.

Ratio -of
decreas~e
in cost of
laidilnga
to0-1 in-
crease-in
cos at of
Iskiddinig
and. road
cons.

S= 17.25r 10.0 100.0

S= -1 *6r 9,a 16 1*00.8 15 to 1

S= 16.*4r 56.4 2.5 7.4 0.9 8 to 1

VC+V'C'

S*" 15*lr 71.1 6.*8 5.5 2.4 2.3 to 1

Sz 1436r 7512.5 2.4 2.9 0.8 to 1
-vC+v'Ct

Su 9 1.75125243.0 0.4 to 1

S= 10.3r 83.5 28.9 1.9 7.5 0.25 to I

8- 9o.25r
vC~vtc'I

84.*6 3-6."5 1.w1 7.6 0.14 to 1
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DEMONSTRATION OF ETHOD:

V = 5M/acre C = 10//M/station r = 1000//sta.
Vto 5 cds./acre C' 6X/cd./station L a 1000e

TRIAL CALCULATION AT VALUE OF Z OF 12.1%.

S = 17.25r = 17.25 X 1000/ 14.7 stations
VC+V'C' 5W7lO9'4 6 cds.\5/

COST OF SKIDDING: .PS(C+C')

.2525 X 14.7(10 + 6)-----------------59.2e

CO2DT OF ROADS: 4.356r( C-C')
S(VC+V'C')

4.356 lX1000X16---------------------59.3 118.5
14.7 X 80

COST OF LAI1MDINGS; L (C + C')
Z X S(VC 4 V'C')

4.356
1000 )( 16 ------------------------ 32.3e

.0287 X 215.6 ) 80

RATIO 118.5 3.6 to 1
32.3

With a road spacing of 14.7 stations, the landings

will be spaced every 184 feet which is obviously out of

reason. An increase of the spacing of the landings in

relation to the spacing of the roeds can be justified

only as long as the cost reduction of the landings

is 3.6 or more times the increase of the cost of roads

and skidding. The most economical setting under this

set of governing conditions is a setting with a value

of (Z) of 40% (ratio of 5 to 1).
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That a greeter or lesser ratio (corresponding to

a change of value of Z of 10%) is less economical can

be seen by the following table.

LA hINGS 'ROAD& SKIDDING
z %cost of.Cost at.. Cost i cost of.Cost at.Cost TOTAL

standard .12.5% . standard .12.5% . COST

25 .510 32.3 16.50 1.016 118.5 120.2 136.7

30 .436 14.10 1.025 121.4 135.5

40 .338 " 10 .94 1.044 123.6 134.5

50 .289 " 9.15 1.068 " 126.5 135.7

60 .249 8.05 1.096 129.8 137.9

70 .225 "7.27 1.125 133.2 140.5

80 .206 6.66 1.154 135.6 142.3

USING A WALUE OF (Z) OF 40% Ti SPACING OF ROADS VIIL IBE:

S 15.8r 15.81000 197.5 or 14.05 stations
VC + V'C' 5X0 56

Therefore, roads will be spaced every 1400 feet and

landings (1400 X .4) every 560 feet.

YETiIIIIIG THE COSTS FOR EACH PRODUCT:

SAT IMBER:

Skidding: PSC

.276 X 14 stas. X 1$V----------38.6/M
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Coot of roads: 4.356rC
S(VC+V'C' )

4.356 1000_X 10 -- ----- . /

Cost of Landings: 4.356L1

1000 X 10 X- - /.092 X 197.5 X 80
92. 3X/M

PULP:

Skidding cost: .PSC'

.276 X 14 X 63e ------------- 23.25/cd.

Cost of roads: 4.356rC'
S(VC+V' C')

4.356 X 1009 6-------------23.30g/cd.
14 (80)

Cost of landings; 4.356L0'

1000 6- ------------412/cd. 507/cd
.092X 197.5 80

In event that the spacing of roads can not be con-

trolled, any reduction in cost of landings by increas-

ing the spacing of the same must be balanced only by the

increase in cost of skidding. The differential changes

in cost of landings and cost of skidding will not be the

same as in columns (9) and (10) of ROAD AND LAAIING WPAC-

ING TABLIE because the values for S become constant. For

situations of this sort, reference is made to page 155

of COST CONTROL IN TE LOGGING IYDUSTRY by D.Y. Mathews

for an applicable table.
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CON CLULIO

The writer feels that the foregoing formulae indeed

do not close the subject to further development of the

basic sacing formula used in this thesis. Simplification

by a tabular or graphic form would be of value to the

average logging operator. That these formulae could be

modified to cope with specific situat6ns is quite con-

ceivable and already the adaptation of the spacing formu-

la to stands in which diamzeter classes with correspond-

ing volumes and skidding costs for each class have been

set up has been suggested as a means of deerting from

the use of the spacing formula based upon one set of

average values for the entire 6tand.

This paper makes possible -he following statemenCs

in regards to the ends achieved by the princiJles used

in the derivation of these formulae.

1. The spacing of roads and landings may be comput-
d

ed for stands regarless of tI e number of products per

acre and regardless of how many various units of measure-

ment are used.

2. Each product absorbs its proporticnate share of

the total road cost. Iio one :roduct is overburdened

or vice versus with road costs.
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3.A y tera i - devi -ecI whereby the totalcoto

log',r ig a standmy be brokcen diown into the v- ri*Ou5

coim6tituentccostQ fol . 'jclq nCI.prOcuct.
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